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19.09.1996 0183 32 Dating the Enemy. 1h 37min Comedy, Fantasy, Romance 19 September 1996 Australia A 
couple wake up one morning to find they have now switched bodies. 05.11.2020 0183 32 Movie Info. Television 
show host Brett Guy Pearce and his laid-back science journalist girlfriend Tash Claudia Karvan despair that they 
will ever truly understand each other. Dating the Enemy is a slow burn, enemies-to-lovers romance that will leave 
you in your happy place. Ms. Romance, Hannah Arden, writes one of the top read relationship advice columns in 
the nation. Mr. Reality, Brooks North, writes the top read relationship advice column. She believes in fate he in 

chance. Dating the Enemy 1995War between the sexes comedy about two instantaneous lovers who have nothing 
in common. Tash Karvan is a serious journalist who falls for easy-going Brett Pearce , the host of a musicvideo 
program. After a year of togetherness, Tash wishes macho Brett could understand what it s like to be a woman. 
Surprise 02.04.2021 0183 32 DATING THE ENEMY 1996 Director Megan Simpson Huberman. Amazon.com 
Dating the Enemy Guy Pearce, Claudia Karvan, Matt Day, John Howard, Arthur Dignam, Lisa Hensley, Pippa 
Grandison, Scott Lowe, Christopher Morsley, Heidi ... The stage is set for an hilarious Aussie romantic comedy 

that takes the battle of the sexes to a brand new frontline. If you enjoyed Muriel s Wedding, if you loved Priscilla, 
Queen of the Desert, you ll die laughing at Dating The Enemy, a film about love, sex and life in other people s 
shoes 11.02.2019 0183 32 Dating the enemy Off the Beat. By Josh Perkins Staff. Last Updated February 11, 

2019. Tweet Comment 0. A bad EDM remix was blaring over the
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